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Calculating the environmental impact 
on buildings can be easy 
The Bidcon climate module allows fast and effective 
climate and cost estimations. Bidcon users are able to 
automatically generate entire climate estimate reports 
for buildings without any additional work.

The new functionality is a result of the combination 
of Bidcon’s climate estimate functionality and a 
climate database created by Tyréns, Sweden’s largest 
construction and environmental consultancy. 

As a Bidcon user you do not have to connect each 
material used with the right emissions factor in order 
to get a value for both cost and climate impact, as it 
will be automatically calculated. You can simply input 
alternative solutions and quickly get comparable 
values for both cost- and climate data.

Benefits with Bidcon climate module
• The actual quantities of the building form the 

basis for the climate calculation, while other 
software in the market today often works with 
key figures.

• Bidcon’s calculation engine makes it possible to 
show the climate impact from more dimensions 
compared to traditional LCA tools. (Code 
structures, locations, cost, time, etc.).

• By comparing the climate impact value side 
by side to cost and time, you get relevant 
information to make your choice of materials in 
a building.

Bidcon Climate Module

Summarized 
kg CO2e per 
calculated 
object

Kg CO2e per 
layer

Created in 
collaboration with 

https://www.elecosoft.se/en/software/bidcon
https://www.elecosoft.se/programvaror/bidcon
https://www.elecosoft.se/enhttp://
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More information
For information on licensing terms and a quote to suit your 
needs, please call us on +46 (0)10 130 87 00  -  or email 
info@elecosoft.se

Functionality
With Bidcon Climate module, the calculation result 
is supplemented with values for climate impact in 
CO². The values are added to the reference book’s 
resources which then radiate into the higher recipe 
levels in Bidcon, PR and BDT. This makes it easy for 
the users to overview the value of the climate impact 
next to the cost of the calculated item and based on 
these parameters optimize the calculation and get 
good support for decision making. The result of the 
climate impact can be shown as a pie chart, a bar 
chart and as a value in the spreadsheet reports.

Data Bidcon climate module
Data used in the Bidcon Climate module is generated 
by Tyrén’s LCA group. The basic emission factors, for 
example, the major types of concrete, steel, aluminum 
and wood are taken from the Ecoinvent database. 
Other input data is taken from official literature, 
research studies, other databases as well as from 
their own development and work on the first EPD for 
an entire building. All data comply with SS-EN 15804 
standard.

Adapted for stage A1-A5
In the Bidcon climate module, we mainly refer to 
generic climate data available in the market. The 
climate module is, so far, only avaliable in Sewden for 
discipline Construction and discipline Civil Enginering. 
Climate data is available for a sprecific selection of 
resources in these recipe databases, where we focus 
on the resources that are the most climate-impacting 
and that are taken into account in the calculation 
processes available on the market today. The ambition 
is to provide supplier-specific EPDs in the future. The 
values contained in the climate module reflect stage 
A1-A3 (Production of materials), A4 (Transport) and A5 
(Production).

 

The climate module CO2 - values 
can be visualized in Bidcon’s 
reports and exported to Excel. 

CO2-values.

View the CO² values directly in the 
cost estimation!

https://www.elecosoft.se/enhttp://

